Lobdell's prices were based on the same amount of liquid. I was skeptical, but a simple experiment showed him to be correct; both vessels hold about 6 fluid ounces. I hope that this small hint will make life a little easier on all of Lobdell's patrons. I was one to support the causes of all oppressed people and that is why I am writing to supplement Mark Temple's column.

Even today, the media fail to cover the plight of many people and therefore there is no attention given to the distressing situations of the oppressed people of South Africa. Nor do we hear much about the trials of the Haitians both in this country and in their own. And what about the other oppressed peoples of this country. Two million Americans slipped below the poverty line in 1981, and many of the 31.8 million poor people in this country have no way out of their situation. I must mention that the black-white family income differential is approximately 1.65 to 1. These issues, in addition to the consequences of Communist imposition in free countries, must be addressed.

I am not discouraging the requests for national (and international) support for the plight of the oppressed in Poland, but I am encouraging all to open your eyes to help correct the oppression of other people who may have been in their present awful situations years before martial law in Poland was imposed. Sometimes we live blissfully reapprising the benefits of liberty that many of us Americans feel we have. We must all become aware that we are weeds of oppression growing in and around our garden of freedom, and if we destroy one weed in a garden of many, no significant advance toward the emancipation of all peoples could be felt.

Mark Plotnick

NOT SO FAST
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Come Write for Us!

The Tech

GRAB 2000 BUCKS IF YOU CAN ACE THIS EXAM!

Twenty years ago, who'd have thought you could carry a mound of computers in your pocket? Make music with numbers! Or push pictures through a glass thread?

Yet today, it's just as difficult to predict what another 20 years will bring. So we're leaving it up to some pretty well qualified individuals. People like you.

We invite you to participate in the Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition. Predict the most significant technological developments in the year 2000 and how they'll affect our environment, economy and society structure. A panel of expert judges will select the ten winners who will receive a check for $2000 each of those talented students.

And there's a bonus! Those winners with a declared major in electrical engineering, computer engineering, mechanical engineering or computer science will be offered Honeywell summer internships— an industry grant!

HOW TO ENTER

Mail us the completed request form for your Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition Blue Book and entry instructions. Predict the changes that will occur by the year 2000 in Computers, Energy, Aerospace, Marine Systems, Biomedical Technology, and Electronic Communications; and how these changes will reshape the world.

The ten winners will be notified by mail, and invited to the Honeywell Futurist Awards Dinner with the Futurist Panel of Judges, February 15, 1983 in Minneapolis.

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

Print your name and address and mail to Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition, P.O. Box 9017, St. Paul, MN 55190.

1. You must be currently enrolled at an accredited U.S. college or university as a full time undergraduate or graduate student. (Full time faculty members and Honeywell employees and their immediate families are not eligible.)
2. Send in the coupon or write to: Honeywell Futurist Awards Competition, P.O. Box 9017, St. Paul, MN 55190 for your official Futurist Blue Book, competition rules and information.